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NEXT CLUB MEETINGS

The next S&T meeting will be on Sunday, 7 October 2018 at

6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield
unless otherwise notified, Committee meeting starts at 5:30pm.
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion

********************************************************

The next meeting of the Endeavour Group will be at the home of
Ralph Hannaford on Saturday, 10 November 2018 from
10:00am to noon at 2 Tulipwood Ave., Oran Park
(turn off Grice Street - if problems finding us ring 0414 236 913)
unless otherwise notified
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for display
and discussion

LEON GRIFFITHS SHIELD for
MODEL SHIPBUILDER AWARD 2018
Our new Member

Piotr Kolaczkowski
was awarded this
prestigious Award for 2018.

WELL DONE!
Our readers will be able to
access photos of all models
displayed by SMSC
members at EXPO’18 in a
Special Issue of Chatterbox
to be published soon.

PRESIDENT’S BLOG
Hi Modellers,
Once again our club hosted another EXPO (and the most successful to date).
The event this year saw over 600 people coming through the doors to be
greeted by over 100 models, many of them never seen before and some from
our newest members. We were joined again by our colleagues from the Australian Plastic Modellers Association, Canberra Shipwrights Society and the Maritime Model
Club who contributed to making the EXPO such an enormous success.
The Georges River 16ft Sailing Club venue and the club facilities overall have proved a wonderful place to hold the event and we have already pre-booked the event for 2019 at this location. Our thanks go to the organisers of this year’s event, especially Michael and Anelia Bennett, who did so much of the unseen work that made for such a great week-end.
Our recent AGM saw the appointment of a new committee who are focussed on advancing and
increasing the interest in the hobby. Wests Ashfield Leagues Club is proving to be a great,
centrally located venue for our club meetings and it would be great to see more members in
attendance. Remember, this is your club and we value the input from all our members.
Spread the word amongst your colleagues and friends and encourage them to go on line and
have a look at our website. Better still, for those that show a glimmer of interest, encourage
them to accompany you to one of our meetings.
Just remember, we would be delighted to hear about any projects that you are working on or
have completed to feature in Chatterbox issues.
Happy modelling!

ADVANCE NOTICE FOR 2019
PUT THE DATE ASIDE!!

EXPO ‘19 will be held at the Georges
River 16ft Sailing Club on

24 – 25 August 2019

Open to all maritime related models and open to everyone, contact Michael Bennett on 0411 545 770 or by
email <mjbennett@ozemail.com.au>
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VOTE OF THANKS
We wish to thank the outgoing office bearers and committee members for all the hard work they carried out with distinction in 2017/18.
The Club is in a sound position and able to face the future with confidence.
We also congratulate all our Members who have yet again agreed to carry out the
tasks and responsibilities as office bearers and committee members of the Club
for the current year.
Your Committee members for 2018/19 are as set out below, you are welcome to
make contact for Club business at the email address indicated. It is nice to see
that we have some fresh faces on the Committee. It was resolved that the Executive of the Club have the power to co-opt further Committee Members during the
year as may be necessary and required. Of course, all Members are welcome to
attend the Committee meetings which are held just prior to the general meetings.
The fee for Membership for the year remains unchanged (although there are
some structural changes for those joining after January 1) and Members are encouraged to renew their memberships at an early date to assist the Club.
President: ………………
Vice-Pres: ……………
Treasurer: ……………..
Assist. Treasurer: …..
Secretary: ……………..
Assist. Secretary: …...
Public Officer: …………
Committee: …………….

Member Welfare: ……..
Webmasters: ………….
Newsletter Editors: …..
ANMM Liaison: ………..

Harry Goedings
Michael Bennett
Ralph Hannaford
Anelia Bennett
Mike Barton
Anelia Bennett
Anelia Bennett
Mike Kelly
Leon Griffiths
Alan Bideleux
Tom Wolf
Maurice York
Alan Bideleux
Maurice York and Anelia Bennett
Tom Wolf and Mike Kelly
Michael Bennett and Richard Keyes

OVERDUE FEES
This note is just a reminder to those of our readers who have not renewed and paid their membership fees for the 2018-19 year that the
fees are now well overdue.
Regrettably it has been decided that unless the renewals are completed and membership fees paid, this may be the last issue of Chatterbox that will be forwarded
to you.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2018
SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2018
Scale Model Show open to everyone to be held on

Saturday,

13th October 2018 at Novotel Rooty
Hill, 33 Railway Street, Rooty Hill.

For more information please contact: www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net
or <sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

SMSC CLUB SHIRTS
Members will recall the SMSC Club
shirts that are worn by many members.
If you wish to order one just like it (white with blue
trim and no pocket), they are available by order
from Golden Threads at Penrith or by contacting
Alan Bideleux at 19 Osprey Ave, Glenmore Park
2745 or by email at <abideleux@gmail.com>.
Alan will be able to inform you of the cost before
you purchase, please let Alan know the size you
are ordering as there are no refunds.
If you wish the embroidered logo badge on a different shirt of your own choosing, type, design and
purchase, this can also be achieved if you make
your purchase of a white or light (sky) blue shirt.
You can contact Alan and he can organise your
embroidery order for you.
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August AGM and S&T at Wests
Ashfield, 5th August 2018

Report by Mike Kelly, photod by Anelia Bennett
The Club Annual General Meeting at Wests Leagues club attracted 15 members and 5 guests. After the formalities when the new Committee for 2018/19
year was elected we had a brief Trash & Treasure sale when a few items changed hands.

Then it was on to the S&T, Richard Keyes started with his model of Duyfken, the model
Richard is making is the demonstration model he uses at the National Maritime Museum, Sydney.

Discussion followed on the pronunciation of the ship’s
name and its suitability for a beginner of model ship making, members agreed it was probably not suitable and had
an intermediate level difficulty factor.
Richard suggested the schooner Port Jackson which can
be obtained from Modellers Central at Glenbrook, NSW
was a more suitable model for a beginner.
The topside of the model is painted a blue colour (as in
the replica ship) and Richard estimates the project to be three to four months from completion.
Richard also brought the meeting’s attention to
James Cameron and Challenging the Deep Exhibition at the National Maritime Museum where an 8
foot model of the shipwreck (ie as it lies at the bottom) of the Titanic can be seen, Richard claims it
is the most evocative model he has ever seen.
Club member Janos Nemeth also has a model of
the Bathyscaphe Trieste (of Mariana Trench
fame) on display at the exhibition. This model has
previously been featured in Chatterbox.
cont. p. 6
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cont. from p. 5
New club member Piotr Kolaczkowski was next to show a
cross section model of the Santissima Trinidad (officially
named Nuestra Señora de la Santísima Trinidad). The activities on the tween decks were greatly enhanced by using
scale model figures going about their duties. Piotr then gave
a short history of the ship.

She was built in Havana Cuba, to a design by Irish naval architect Matthew Mullan, and launched in 1769 as a112 gun, three deck
ship. In 1795, her forecastle was joined to her quarterdeck to create a
fourth deck containing a battery of eight pounder guns, giving her a
total of 140 guns. She took part in the Battle of Trafalgar on October
21, 1805, as part of the combined Franco-Spanish fleet. Due to her
great bulk, her helm was unresponsive in the light winds of the day.
Her great size and position immediately ahead of the fleet flagship Bucentaure made her a target for the British fleet, and she came
under concentrated attack by several ships. She lost her mast and
eventually surrendered to the HMS Neptune, a 98-gun second rate
commanded by Captain Thomas Freemantle. An eyewitness account
of what happened next when Midshipman Badcock of the Neptune
was sent to the Santissima Trinidad, where a shock awaited him:
“I was on board our prize the Trinidad getting prisoners out of her, she had between 3
and 400 killed and wounded, her beams were covered with blood, brains and pieces of
flesh and the after part of her decks with wounded, some without legs and some without
an arm; what calamities war brings on and what a number of lives were put an end to on
the 21st…
She was a magnificent ship and ought now to be in Portsmouth Harbour. Her topsides it
is true were perfectly riddled by our firing…but from the lower part of the sills of the lowdeck ports to the water’s edge few shots of consequence had hurt her between wind and
water and those were plugged up. She was built of cedar and would have lasted for ages,
a glorious trophy of the battle but ‘sink, burn and destroy’ was the order of the day and,
after a great deal of trouble, scuttling her in many places, hauling up her lower-deck ports
so that, when she rolled, a heavy sea might fill her decks, she did at last unwillingly go to
the bottom.”
cont. p. 7
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cont. from p. 6

Janos Nemeth brought along his model of the
Sovereign of the Seas, the precision and detail which he goes to never fails to amaze club
members.

The model has progressed, by Janos starting on
the deck furnishings and casting the guns.
The project originally started out from a kit,
apart from the keel and frames the model will be
98% scratch built as Janos does not use any of
the kit fittings or wood, but carves all of the fittings individually.
Of the approximate
500 carvings 50%
are complete including the stunning figurehead. Janos uses European boxwood, walnut, pear
and Tanganyika.
Janos is not quite
sure how many
hours he has been
working on the model, he has estimated
approximately 1200
hours so far.

cont. p. 8
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cont. from p. 7
Dach Hall surprised members
with what looked like a crude
beach model of a yacht, it
turned out to be a stand or jig to
make the sails to be “billowing”
for his model of the 48ft
schooner Landfall II.
Different methods of curving
the sails so as to appear to be
full with wind were discussed,
and Dach said he would try hair
spray to set and hold the
curves once set.
Although he has suffered a recent injury to his dominant right
arm, Dach feels confident that the model will be finished for the coming model Expo in 2
weeks.
It was with this 100th anniversary of
the sinking of Carpathia in mind,
club member Mike Kelly brought
along his Carpathia in a bottle. We
have all heard about how, as the
rescue ship Carpathia raced
through treacherous fields of ice to
rescue the survivors of the unsinkable ship Titanic as she sank on
April 15th 1912. What happened to
the Carpathia after that?
After sailing from New York to the
Mediterranean she returned at the
outbreak of WWI to the North Atlantic, until on July 17 th 1918. On that day, while 170 miles
west of Bishops Rock, German U-boat U55 fired three torpedoes and sank Carpathia with the
loss of five crew, 215 were saved by HMS Snowdrop.
Mike explained that he made the model from photos, copying plans from a book by John Bowen, cutting the plans out, using them as templates stuck to wood. The ship had to be built outside the bottle, disassembled and then reassembled in the bottle, starting from the stern and
working forward. He tried attaching fittings to cotton, but it just became too messy, so that’s
how he came up with the method of putting the model in the bottle.
He also told members he had been to a book launch at the National Maritime Museum of the
book, “The extraordinary story of the ship that rescued the survivors of the Titanic
CARPATHIA” by Dr Jay Ludowyke. Mike met the author after
the book signing and had a couple
of photos of the bottle and author
taken, he also received a signed
book and promotional poster. He
was particularly pleased when his
ship-in-a-bottle model was displayed throughout the book launch.
We were reassured by Mike that he
did not start the building of the
model on the night he finished the
contents of the bottle.
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In promoting EXPO ‘18, Mike Kelly was interviewed by Jim Gainsford of the
“St.George & Sutherland Shire Leader” newspaper and the following article appeared in the 8th August 2018 issue.

We are indebted to
the publishers and the
author of the article
for giving us permission to reproduce the
article acknowledging
the source.
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In promoting EXPO ‘18, Michael Bennett was interviewed by Eileen Wood of the
“THE SENIOR—NSW/ACT” newspaper and the following article appeared on
page 22 of the August 2018 issue which is widely circulated in Sydney. We are
indebted to the publishers and the author of the article for giving us permission to
reproduce the article acknowledging the source.
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A reporter and a photographer from the “St.George & Sutherland Shire Leader”
newspaper attended EXPO ‘18 and the following article appeared in the 22nd August 2018 issue. We are indebted to the publishers and the author of the article
for giving us permission to reproduce the article acknowledging the source.
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SMSC MEMBER “DOING IT FOR
FUN” - ‘DACH’ HALL

A slightly edited autobiography
At the end of 2015 Darrell
‘Dach’ Hall generously gave to The Fleet Air
Arm Museum at HMAS Albatross in Nowra,
three magnificent working models of Royal
Australian Naval ships designed and hand
crafted by him on the scale of 1:50. He had
made the models during the previous 10
years in his garage in Vaucluse.
HMAS Melbourne (circa1978) is now displayed in the foyer of the recently completed
Naval Aviation Training Centre and the models of HMAS Hobart and an Oberon submarine are housed in the Operations Centre of
725 Squadron.
The attention to detail is most remarkable
and one gets the sense of being on board
amongst the human figures.
More remarkable is that these models have
motors and have successfully undergone sea trials in a neighbour’s pool..
Dach began his love of boats as a 6 year old sailing with his father in an 18 ft gaff rigged boat
on Sydney harbour almost every weekend. His appetite was further wetted when in 1946 the
German four master barque Pamir was in Sydney Harbour (sadly she foundered in a hurricane
in the Azores in 1957 with huge loss of lives).
Then in 1954, a 19 year old Dach was invited to join as crew on
the 48ft Landfall II then in Colombo for its onward journey to the
USA, a charming account of his experience of sailing through the
Indian Ocean, the Red Sea the Mediterranean, then on to the UK
and by way of the Caribbean to USA, arriving in March 1957.
Dach recalls one very freezing night sailing through rough seas
and being frozen, drenched and wet all over and his skipper saying to him “And just imagine boy, they think we are doing this for
fun” which became the title of his book about his exploits.
One would have thought that after all this sea time the authorities
would have had him do National Service in the Navy but no he
was placed against his wishes into the army!
Dach’s modelling hobby began during WW2 when he began an
interest in planes. He was inspired to read “Aeroplane,” a magazine which had a special spread of Allied War fighters and bombers, showing a side plan, a head on and a top down.
From these he measured the length and the wingspan in inches
and multiplied it by 12 to get a reasonable sized model drawn on the back of a roll of old wall
paper. Then with a small knife he would cut out pieces of Balsa and glue them to form up a reasonable likeness of a Spitfire, converting it to a rubber band driven model.
He made many models including the four engine Solent Flying Boat with a wing span of about
two feet. He tried to use steam from a small steam engine to unstick the Tarzans Glue and everything was going well when he noticed the glue was surrendering its adhesion to the steam.
Then the grin on his face turned to shock and absolute horror, as the whole plane caught fire
over the kitchen table and the plastic window curtains were set ablaze. A wet tea towel saved
the day but not the tears.
Thankfully Dad and Mum joined in crying over his loss and providing encouragement to go onto
his next model. Modelling was now in his blood.
cont. p. 13
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cont. from p. 12
Many years of making models led to a desire
to build something bigger and in 2005 he started building a model of an Oberon Class submarine, with a length of 1.5 metres in his garage.

Next came the model of HMAS Hobart (DDG)
made from treated pine floor decking.
She measures 2.5 metres long, 300 mm wide
and 900 mm high, powered by 2 dry 12 volt
batteries.
The hull is double lined to the water line and
has 16 separate water ballast tanks -tightly
packed.
HMAS Melbourne (as she was after her 1978
major refit) is a whopping 4.5 metres long,
made of 2mm strips sawn from 100 x 19 Western Red Cedar floor boards glued to 6 mm ply
frames with a 1 mm ply lining over the ribs up
to the water line.

It is accurate to extent of having a three bladed propeller on the port side and a four bladed
propeller on the starboard.
The inside is lined with resin and strips of fiberglass while outside is also coated with resin making it very durable and waterproof. The
model weighs 17 kg.
An 8 mm hole in the keel with an 8 mm hole in the side of the hull is to allow ballast of up to
70 kg to trim the ship.
The model has two 12 volt batteries and is radio controlled. The detail in the life rafts, open
spaces, aircraft and personnel is remarkable making it not only a working model but a living
one as well.
Nowadays Dach and his wife Margot reside in an aged care village, Dach but remains very
active and has established a Men’s Shed at the village where he continues to make models
and mentors the other residents of the village.
Memories of his voyage as a 19 year old recently inspired Dach to make a 1:24 scale model
of the 48 Ft Schooner Landfall II. The model is in a diorama depicting it as it sails in the trough
of a swell in 20 knot winds. He also continues an interest in radio control aircraft.
Dach also is one of the most enthusiastic members of SMSC who hardly misses a meeting,
we often listen in wonderment as he talks about his exploits as a young man.
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RAY’S MUSEUM OF THE SEA:
A Hidden Gem
Report by Mike Barton
Nine kilometres south of Tweed Heads, at Chinderah is a labyrinth of rooms densely packed with
all manner of nautical memorabilia.

There is only a slight order in the cramming of
these items (as the photos show), however this
adds to the interest as you never know what you
will see next or what’s in the next room.
As you would expect Ray Evans (owner and founder of this
museum), is passionate about his collection and only too willing
to discuss the history of any of the exhibits and the museum
itself.
The whaling display features harpoons, try pots, whale bone
corsets and arguably the largest scrimshaw collection in private
hands in Australia.
Also. there are currently on display approximately 20 model
vessels including 3 HMS Endeavour, 2 RMS Titanic and a lifeboat. 2 Cutty Sark, 2 Thermopylae, various British fishing trawlers. Kon-tiki, Bounty, Santa Maria, Gold Hind, Duyfken, Viking
longship and a 15 century Xebec, (many of these are scratch
built by model artist Robert Hillier).
The seeds for this museum started when Ray was a youngster.
He and his grandfather would stroll along McMasters Beach
(NSW
Central
Coast), collecting
nautical
items
washed ashore.
These were then used to decorate his grandfather’s home.

In the 1980s Ray felt there was a need to
show these items to the public and with
$1500 he started the museum.
Ray says that he is always on the lookout for
items and will purchase them from dealers or
at garage sales.
cont. p. 15
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cont. from p. 14

With such a huge and varied collection (over 30 years’ worth), Ray has supplied props for over
180 movies and 150 TV shows.
Using the link http://www.abc.net.au/local/photos/2014/01/21/3929556.htm will get you to a
site where there is a short interview with Ray.
This museum is open every day 10.00 – 4.00 except Wed and Thurs and admission is free.
It is easy to miss because it is not on a main road or in a town however a visit there (corner
Chinderah Bay Rd and Waugh St) is most rewarding no matter what your interests are.
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THE MANY INVENTIONS OF
LEONARDO DA VINCI

Report by Harry Goedings
Leonardo da Vinci is credited with being the most inventive person of his generation, some of his inventions still challenge peoples’ imagination to this day.
EduToys of Hong Kong celebrated the scientific genius of Leonardo’s inventions with a plastic
snap-together replica “Assemble Set” of models featuring 16 of his best known designs.
Among these are some ships and boats and cannons.
The history of the cannon spans hundreds of years having been invented in China in the 12 th
Century. The word cannon itself is derived from the old Italian word, ‘Cannone’ meaning large
tube. Cannons vary in calibre, range, mobility rate and angle of fire as well as firepower. Different forms of cannons combine and balance these attributes to varying degrees depending on
their use on the battlefield or on the seas. Having been first used in China,
the cannon was among the earliest forms of gunpowder artillery and over
time replaced siege weapons of the day for breaking through fortressed
walls. I recently constructed 2 cannons from this excellent series.
The English first used cannons in 1346 firing stone balls propelled by exploding gunpowder. Over a hundred years later, Leonardo Da Vinci (14521519) made the ‘Bombard’ or Cannon (pictured left) even more effective
by designing shells filled with gunpowder which exploded on impact.
Others contained projectiles which would scatter over the area. This Bombard sees a large ball split into two pieces as it leaves the mortar and
sends smaller balls in all directions which in turn, explode upon contact.
The ‘Multi Barreled Cannon’ (pictured right) is sometimes referred to as the pre-curser of the machine gun. It was developed by Da Vinci in 1480, the 12 barrelled gun carriage was a
vast improvement over traditional cannons of the 15th century.
Leonardo’s design called for a fan-like shape that widened the
firepower and made a potentially more effective weapon. It
also featured a clever aiming and loading mechanism that
made replenishing ammunition faster and easier.
By mounting this ingenious device on wheels, the cannon was
also easily made portable and manoeuvrable on the battlefield.
Some other inventions in this replica set of models are:
Leonardo’s Paddle boat: This is one of the first paddle boats ever designed.
The paddle boat would remain in operation for hundreds of years until the
invention of the marine propeller.
Submarine: Leonardo da Vinci himself said that because it was a lethal
weapon, it must not fall into enemy hands. This may be another reason why
instead of drawing the final project, he drew it disassembled and in a way
that makes it difficult to understand. The submarine has two air chambers,
which can be used for steering and for air needed by the pilot, who has a
mouthpiece. Steering underwater is done by means of a mechanical system.
Ship’s cannon with Shield: A wooden shield protects the prow of the ship
and the cannon. Leonardo da Vinci studied this subject closely, identified the
weak points and invented his own version with many more functions
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DEADEYES
Report by Tom Wolf
“A deadeye is an item used in the standing and running rigging of traditional sailing ships. It is a smallish round thick wooden disc with one or more holes through
it, perpendicular to the plane of the disc. “ (Wikipedia definition).
As for ship modelling, in an article from February 1981 H.W.Bridenbecker suggests that to
make your own deadeyes you should be using boxwood, swiss pear or walnut.
After turning to the desired diameter, mark off the thickness of each c
deadeye and cut in the grooves between the marks. Slicing off at
each mark will provide a supply of undrilled deadeyes.
A drilling jig is made from a
small block of hardwood by
drilling a hole the same diameter as the deadeyes to a depth
of 2 deadeyes, then drill a smaller hole in the middle of
the hole right through the block.
Take a deadeye blank and drill 3 holes just where you
want them. Be careful as this will become a template!
Place a blank into the hole and put the template deadeye
on top of it in the jig. Drill the holes using the template as
a guide, when finished poke a small wire or toothpick
through the small hole from the back of the jig and get
the drilled deadeyes out of the jig
Follow this method for the rest of the deadeyes, if
the template holes get too wide, use another
freshly drilled deadeye as the substitute template.
To finish off the deadeyes, wrap a piece of
wire around the groove
and twist it tight. This will
provide a vice for holding
the deadeye while you sand it back to give the
slightly curved surfaces to both faces.
For the purpose of this article we will assume that
your deadeyes will be used in setting the mast on
your model and securing it to the channel. Securing the deadeye will now vary on whether it is the
upper deadeye (securing the mast by way of the
shrouds … which usually become the ratlines on
bigger vessels) or the lower deadeye which is secured or anchored onto the channel.
cont. p. 18
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cont. from p. 17
The upper deadeye is seized into the shroud cord or cable, the knot usually used is described
below:

1.
Make a loop in the
shroud cord/cable and tie
an overhead knot with the
seizing cord around it

2.
Make a loop in the
seizing cord

4.
Lead the “tail” of the
seizing cord through the
seizing cord loop

5.
Pull the stem of the
seizing cord pulling the
loop into the coil, then pull
both seizing cord ends as
tight as possible

3.
Coil the seizing cord
around the stem of the
shroud cord/cable capturing the seizing cord loop.

6.
Slide the seize to
where it is required, insert
deadeye and pull tight. Until the deadeye is captured.

Alternatively, the other method suggested is set out in the diagram below:

The upper deadeye is captured in a loop of the shroud cord/cable and it is sealed by some
tight coils. The shroud cord/cable is then seized by some simple coils around its stem.
cont. p. 19
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cont. from p. 18
Turning to the lower deadeye that is anchored to the channel, the preferred method is with a
strap and chain (although in most kits some ordinary chain is used to connect the deadeye
attached to the channel to the hull).
There are usually 3 “links” required as shown,
the lower deadeye strap, the long link and the
toe link.
Making these “links” is not a difficult project for
the modeller. Most soft wires can be used (including copper) as they can be easily blackened
to give the appearance of being old ironwork.
The toe link attaches to the hull either directly or (preferably) with a chain link.
Once the both sets of deadeyes are installed, the next phase is lacing them, and
for this it is imperative that it be remembered that the triangles created by the 3
holes in the deadeyes point away from
each other!
Otherwise it is a simple lacing exercise
starting on the bottom left of the upper
deadeye and lacing through as shown in the diagram. The cord used to be laced is referred to
as a “lanyard”.
Finally, as will be seen in the various diagrams, the angle of the rigging, from the chain or toe
link to the masthead where the shroud is to be tied is to
make a straight line therefore each chain will be slightly
different in length to the one next to it.
It would not be fair to give the impression that the strap
and chain is anything but a preferred method. It is both
troublesome and expensive unless you make your own
chainplate. As I have already indicated, chain supplied
with the kit can be used, but quite commonly an eyepin is
used into the hull and then the lower deadeye is connected , through the channel, with strong cord or wire.
Adding to all the above, the imagination and ingenuity of modellers past and present will always come up with new and wonderful ideas.
There are lots of ideas out there about which jig can be used to ensure the spacing between
the upper and the lower deadeyes is constant and parallel.
I recently read about this one which is a great idea for a spacing jig!
Bob Filipowski (USA) made a deadeye rigging jig by soldering two
pieces of wire together in the middle and then bending them at both
ends to form a spacing tool.
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR NEW IDEAS, IT IS NEVER TOO
LATE TO LEARN!
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SYDNEY HARBOUR PILOTS
Report by Tom Wolf
Pilotage is the use of trained navigators with knowledge of local conditions to
guide ships within a port, and pilotage is one
of the oldest and least known of Sydney's professions,
and has been with us since the earliest days of settlement.
The first pilot is believed to have been a man named Barton, who guided ships entering Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour) from 1792. He was followed as pilot by Robert Watson, a former quartermaster on the Sirius, who undertook
some piloting duties from at least 1809, although he only
received his formal appointment by Governor Macquarie as the colony's first harbourmaster
and pilot in 1811. Watson gave his name to the suburb of
Watsons Bay, the home of Sydney Harbour's pilots for a
long time.
The service was a private matter between pilots and the
ship's master until 1813 when official rates were gazetted.
Sydney's maritime trade increased tenfold between 1830’s
and 1860’s with the development of whaling and sealing as
well as other import and export trades.
While charts of the port warned of its dangers, such rapid
growth required oversight, and from 1833 legislation required almost all vessels to use a pilot to enter or leave
Port Jackson, but pilotage remained a private matter between the pilot and the master.
The Government monopolised the trade after the wreck of
the Dunbar when she crashed onto the cliffs at South
Head in 1857, although it was not until 1860 that the government bought land to build a permanent pilot station at
Watsons Bay.
There are no recommended safe anchorages off the coast of Sydney for vessels waiting to enter Sydney Harbour, and high seas
and swells are hazards, particularly beyond Line Zulu (the line between Sydney Harbour's North and South Heads).
This would have been a particular problem for the early pilots: to
reach arriving ships, they used open whaling boats.
By 1875 there was a dedicated pilot vessel, the Thetis, for the five pilots. With such
Thetis
controls, Sydney Harbour has been relatively free from
large-scale disasters. While boating accidents on the harbour have been part of its story, there have been few disasters involving commercial shipping, with the last major
one being the collision between the ferry Greycliffe and
the steamer Tahiti in 1927.
cont. p. 21
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cont. from p. 20
There were a number of pilot vessels operating
from Watsons Bay until 2008 when the station
was closed and it was moved to Botany Bay and
the Sydney Harbour pilots operate from there.
Among the pilot vessels there were 3 pilot
steamers called Captain Cook. They were:
1.
Captain Cook, the original pilot steamer
which entered service in February 1877.
2.
Captain Cook II which was launched in
1892.

3. Captain Cook III which commenced service in March 1939 and continued to 1959.
The figurehead was later transferred from the
second to the third steamer which replaced it
in service.

THE FIGUREHEAD OF
CAPTAIN COOK II &
III
The well-known figurehead of Captain Cook, the gallant sailor without whose foresight and capable seamanship Australia might not have become a British
possession, is the creation of the artist Nelson Illingworth who modelled the figurehead.
In 1893, at the instance of the Mort's Dock and Engineering Co, the Captain Cook II’s builders, Illingworth
modelled the figurehead. A full-sized model of the. bows
of the ship was sent to him upon which to build the figure, which when completed, was cast in bronze at Mort's
Dock and installed.
Much of this report and the photos are based on information researched on the internet, the writer acknowledges the work of other people. If anyone has clearer
and better photos of the figurehead, please let the writer
have a copy as other modellers would be assisted by it.
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Recently we published articles about the Confederate raiders CSS Shenandoah
and CSS Alabama. Both these ships caused problems to their hosts in foreign
neutral ports during the American Civil War, but the story of naval encounters
during that War would not be complete without recounting another incident which
brought about an international incident. This was:

The Bahia Incident between "CSS Florida”
and the “USS Wachusett", October 1864
by Tom Wolf
The Bahia incident was a naval skirmish fought in late 1864 during the American Civil War. A
Confederate States Navy warship was captured by a Union warship in Bahia Harbor, Brazil.
The engagement resulted in a United States victory, but also sparked an incident with the Brazilian government, which claimed the Americans had violated Brazil's neutrality by illegally attacking a vessel in their harbor.
CSS Florida was a nine gun sloop-of-war in the Confederate States Navy built by the British
firm of William C. Miller & Sons of Toxteth,
Liverpool, and purchased by the ConfedCSS Florida
eracy from Fawcett, Preston & Co., also of
Liverpool, who fitted her engine.
Known in the shipyard as the “Oreto” and
initially called CSS Manassas by the Confederates, the first of the foreign-built commerce raiders and naval warships was
commissioned CSS Florida. The Union
Navy's records long continued to refer to
her as “Oreto” or to confuse her with CSS Alabama although, fitted with two funnels, she was
readily distinguishable from single-stacked Alabama.
Florida departed England on March 22, 1862 for Nassau, Bahamas, to coal and contrived to fill
her bunkers, although entitled only to enough to make the nearest Confederate port. She was
the subject of much diplomatic correspondence. The governor of Nassau drew the line, however, at an attempted rendezvous with her tender in Nassau harbor; so she transferred stores and
arms at isolated Green Cay where she commissioned as "CSS Florida" on August 17. During
her outfit, yellow fever raged among her commander and crew but in desperate plight, she ran
across to the Spanish colony of Cuba. Then, against all odds, she sailed to Mobile, Alabama.
In an audacious dash the "Prince of Privateers" braved a hail of projectiles from the Union
blockaders and raced through them to anchor beneath the guns of Fort Morgan in Mobile Bay
for a hero's welcome by the war-weary citizens of Mobile. CSS Florida had been unable to fight
back not only because of sickness but because rammers, sights, beds, locks and quoins had,
inadvertently, not been loaded in the Bahamas.
Having taken added crew as well as stores and gun accessories she lacked, CSS Florida escaped to sea on January 16, 1863. After coaling at Nassau, she spent six months off the coast
of North and South America and in the West Indies, with calls at neutral ports, all the while
making captures and eluding the large Federal squadron pursuing her.
cont. p. 23
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CSS Florida raided Union shipping
until October 1864, during her impressive career; she captured 37
prizes. Two of her prizes (which were
absorbed into the Confederate States
Navy
as
CSS
Tacony
and
CSS Clarence) in turn took 23 more
prizes.
In late 1864, she headed south along
the South American coast for the Pacific. She was in need of repairs and
coal so she pulled into Bahia, Brazil
at night on October 4, 1864 after a
sixty-one day cruise.

CSS Florida sinking
the clipper Jacob Bell

Unknown to the Confederates, the Union sloop-of-war USS Wachusett was nearby and the
CSS Florida was identified by the Union sailors. So, the next day, USS Wachusett sailed into
Bahia harbor and anchored at the entrance of the bay.
That day the Confederate Commander met with the Provincial
President of Brazil, who gave
him two days to repair and coal
his vessel but said that he felt
that CSS Florida was the cause
of the standoff and if a battle occurred in Bahia harbor, the Brazilian Navy would be forced to
retaliate against whoever fired
the first shot.

USS Wachusett

The citadels of Bahia, Fort Santa
Maria and Fort Barra, were put on high alert and CSS Florida was moved closer to shore. In an
exchange of notes, the Commander of the CSS Florida stated that he would not attack the Union sloop and would leave harbor once he had completed his mission, and further that if attacked he would make every effort to defend his ship and destroy the USS Wachusett.
Incident
At 3:00am on October 7 the USS Wachusett weighed anchor and headed for an attack on the
CSS Florida. The vessel opened fire with her 6-inch guns at a distance of five-eighths of a mile
but rough weather prevented these shells from hitting so she ceased fire. The Commander and
much of the crew were ashore sleeping and did not participate in the battle. Due to the darkness the Confederates could not spot the incoming USS Wachusett until she was within musket's range. The crew of the CSS Florida raised the naval ensign and opened fire, they did so
not with cannon but with pistols and muskets. Several lead balls struck the USS Wachusett and
wounded three men so the Union sailors were ordered to return fire with their small arms while
the ship manoeuvred to line up for a full broadside.
cont. p. 24
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When she came into position, USS Wachusett fired again with her main guns. Several shots
from the 6-inchers and pivot guns hit the CSS Florida starboard which raked her bulwarks and
removed her mizzenmast. USS Wachusett backed off and called out demanding the rebels surrender.
When this call was unanswered the USS Wachusett fired again and approached the CSS Florida for her capture. The USS Wachusett rammed into the CSS Florida but neither vessel was
seriously damaged in the collision. Next, a Union boarding party quickly jumped on deck of the
Confederate sloop and forced a surrender.
Just then the Brazilians in Fort Barra opened fire with their cannon, shots whizzed past the USS
Wachusett but none of them struck, and a Brazilian sloop and an armed paddle steamer came
heading towards USS Wachusett firing inaccurately.
The Americans did not engage, instead they made sail as fast as they could. The Brazilians
gave chase but the faster USS Wachusett got away.

CSS Florida captured by USS Wachusett

Aftermath
As result of USS Wachusett's attack on the Florida in Bahia harbor, her Commander was court
martialled due to pressure from the Brazilian government and was threatened with removal
from duty. However, the United States Navy and many Northerners felt that his attack was effective in defeating the Confederates so his sentence was never carried out.
The Brazilian government demanded that the Union Navy return their prize to the Confederate
rebels at Bahia but before that could happen, the CSS Florida was sunk in a collision with US
troop ferry and sank.
Some have speculated that the sinking was not an accident but was encouraged by those who
did not want the vessel returned to the Confederate Navy.
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